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Abstract—3-D integrated circuits promise high bandwidth, low
latency, low device power, and a small form factor. Increased
device density and asymmetrical packaging, however, renders
the design of 3-D power delivery a challenge. We investigate
in this paper various methods to improve 3-D power delivery.
We analyze the impact of through-silicon via (TSV) size and
spacing, of controlled collapse chip connection (C4) spacing, and
of dedicated power delivery TSVs. In addition to considering
typical cylindrical or square metal-filled TSVs (core TSVs), we
also investigate using coaxial TSVs for power delivery resulting in
reduced routing blockages and added coupling capacitance. Our
3-D evaluation system is composed of a quad-core chip multipro-
cessor, a memory die, and an accelerator engine, and it is evaluated
using representative SPEC benchmark traces. This is the first
detailed architectural-level analysis for 3-D power delivery. Our
findings provide clear guidelines for 3-D power delivery design.
More importantly, we show that it is possible to achieve 2-D-like,
or even better, power quality by increasing C4 granularity and by
selecting suitable TSV size and spacing.

Index Terms—3-D integrated circuit (IC), 3-D integration,
coaxial through-silicon via (TSV), power delivery, power grid,
TSV.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OORE’s law has inspired the growth of integrated
circuit (IC) technology since its inception in 1965. IC

technology has shifted in the last two-decades from being device
centric to one where interconnect plays an equally important
role. The trend continues. By 2012, for 35-nm technology
node, latency for 1-mm-long interconnect is expected to be
100 times larger than that of a corresponding transistor [1].
3-D stacking technology has the potential to keep pace with
the performance improvement projected by Moore’s law. The
length of global wires can be reduced by as much as 50%,
wire-limited clock frequency can be increased by 3.9 , and
wire-limited area can be decreased by 84% [2]. Power can
be reduced by 51% at the 45-nm technology node [3]. The
2007 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor
(ITRS) predicts that by 2015, industry will have 14 and 5
dies stacked in a single package for low-cost handheld and
high-performance chips, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Illustrative 3-D system assuming face-to-back metallic bonding
with microconnects.

Robust power delivery is one of the ITRS scaling grand
challenges due to increasing operating frequencies, increasing
power density, and decreasing supply voltages. 3-D integration
poses grander power delivery challenges for two reasons:
increased power density and package asymmetry. Contrast a
3-D IC with a functionally comparable 2-D IC. The average
wire length for a 3-D IC drops by a factor of where
is the number of stacked dies in 3-D, and the wire resistance
and capacitance decreases proportionally [4]. Assuming that
design is interconnect-dominated, power is expected to drop
by a factor of . If the power density of each die in 3-D
is similar to that in the 2-D case and each die size is 1/
of that in the 2-D case, the power density per square area
for the stacked 3-D chip increases by a factor of . The
power delivery requirements thus increase with the number
of dies in the stack.

To understand the impact of package asymmetry on power
delivery, consider the illustrative example in Fig. 1. Three dies
are stacked between the heat sink and the package substrate.
Electric signals and power are routed from the printed circuit
board to the package substrate through ceramic ball grid array
(CBGA) joints, and then they are distributed utilizing controlled
collapse chip connection (C4) bumps. The dies are bonded using
microconnects. Through-silicon vias (TSVs) pass through a
die, as shown, and provide electrical connectivity for signals
or power delivery among the layers. Clearly, the package
asymmetry impacts both power delivery and heat removal,
another critical challenge in 3-D ICs.. While thermal issues
have received considerable attention (e.g., [5]–[8]), 3-D power
delivery has not yet been adequately addressed.

We evaluate in this paper several 3-D power delivery con-
figurations with the goal of understanding the major factors
that impact the quality of 3-D power delivery networks (PDN).
PDN quality is measured in terms of maximum and average
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IR drops, Ldi/dt droop, and their standard deviations. These
metrics quantify local and global PDN characteristics in both
dc and transient analysis. Our 3-D evaluation is performed in
reference to a comparable 2-D PDN for a 2-D chip design of the
same functional modules. Our evaluation framework consists
of a four-core chip multiprocessor (CMP), a memory, and an
accelerator engine (ACCL) that is similar in activity to a core’s
floating point unit (FPU) representing an FPU accelerator.
We use realistic workloads from SPEC benchmarks for each
functional module in the system. The PDN for 2-D and 3-D
designs has both an off-chip and an on-chip component. In the
3-D PDN, we consider the use of two types of TSVs. A core
TSV refers to the common TSV scheme where cylindrical or
square conductive metal layer is surrounded by an isolation
layer. In a coaxial TSV, the conductive metal and isolation
layer is further surrounded by another layer of conductive
metal and isolation material. We analyze the impact of TSV
size, TSV spacing, and C4 spacing in our 3-D PDNs. The
major contributions of our work are as follows.

• We perform the first comparative study of system-level
power delivery for 2-D and 3-D ICs utilizing realistic
workloads, and we investigate methods for achieving
2-D-like PDN quality in 3-D PDNs.

• As TSVs occupy valuable die real-estate, we analyze the
impact of TSV size and spacing to analyze the tradeoffs
between TSV area and PDN quality.

• We study the use coaxial TSVs for power delivery and
assess the benefits in terms of the number of routing
blockages, coupling capacitance, and sharing signal and
power routing.

• We summarize our findings in the form of “Best Practices
for 3-D PDN Design and Optimization”.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section II
with relevant background information on 3-D integration tech-
nology and a review of the state of the art in 3-D power delivery
modeling and analysis. We then provide in Section III the de-
tails of our design setup. In Section IV, we perform the analysis
to find the optimal TSV size for 3-D PDN. In Section V, we
present different comparative studies between 2-D and 3-D
PDNs using square TSV. Analysis of power delivery using
coaxial TSVs is presented in Section VI. We then present the
3-D PDN design guidelines in Section VII, and conclude our
work in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK

A. 3-D Integration Technology

Wafer bonding is a common technique for 3-D integration.
Two or more wafers, fabricated using their own process, can
be bonded together. Multiple processes exist for bonding
wafers or dies. The two common techniques are dielectric,
and metallic bonding. In dielectric (oxide or polymer based)
bonding, vertical connections are completed after the bonding
process. This bonding technique uses through-strata or 3-D vias
that pass through the top die and connect to the conventional
interconnect in the bottom die [9], [10]. In metallic bonding,
the vertical connections are formed by bonding conductive

microconnects of Copper (Cu) or Cu with a plating of Tin on
each bonding surface as shown in Fig. 1 [11], [12]. The bonded
microconnects typically have a pitch in the range of 20 to 60

m, which is expected to improve with future development to
allow for higher density inter-layer connections.

If the bonding orientation is face-to-back, where face refers
to the metal interconnect side and back refers to the Si substrate
side, a TSV is also required to connect a signal to the micro-
connect as demonstrated in Fig. 1. TSVs are filled with metal,
preferably Cu due to its low resistivity, and separated by dielec-
tric liners from the Si substrate. ITRS predicts that the maximum
number of TSVs in a high performance 3-D stacked chip will
reach 1000 in 2012 and increase by 1000 in every two years. As
TSV area competes with active device area similar to 3-D vias
in dielectric bonding, smaller TSV sizes are desirable. Manu-
facturing constraints associated with TSV etch and via filling
dictate the TSV size. Smaller TSV size requires the Si substrate
to be thinned to a thickness of 100 to 10 m or even less in bulk
CMOS technology [12]. Using a practical aspect ratio of 10:1
or lower, the TSV size would be 5 m or more when the Si sub-
strate is thinned to 50 m. In this work, our model assumes that
3-D chips are formed with metallic microconnect bonding and
that Cu-filled TSVs are used for vertical interconnects in con-
junction with the microconnects at the bonded interface. While
this assumption is an attractive integration scheme in pursuit
by many leading manufacturers, our analysis methodologies are
not limited to any one form of 3-D. Our analysis methodology
can be applied to other forms of stacked 3-D chips using their
parasitic elements for vertical interconnects. We consider two
types of TSVs in our work, core and coaxial, that are described
next.

B. Core Versus Coaxial TSV

A core TSV in this work refers to the most common TSV
scheme where a cylindrical or square conductive metal layer is
surrounded by an isolation layer [see Fig. 2(a)]. Due to a thin
isolation dielectric (ILD) layer and large extension through
Si, electrical parasitic coupling and critical substrate noise can
occur in neighboring active devices and between two TSVs.
Signal transmission in TSVs impacts neighboring transistor
body voltage such that circuit performance in both digital and
analog applications are significantly impacted despite placing
substrate ties to ground next to TSVs [13], [33]. Coaxial TSVs,
first proposed in [14] and illustrated in Fig. 2(b), can eliminate
substrate noise by grounding the outer metal layer while the
inner metal layer is used for signal transmission [33]. While
the details of TSV fabrication, a research area on its own, are
beyond the scope of this work, we will assume TSV dimensions
that adhere to manufacturability constraints, such as TSV as-
pect ratio and ILD thickness. Readers are referred to [15], [16],
and [17] for processes associated with TSV formations. While
the maturity of processes and volume manufacturability are in
active development, significant value exists in early research
on potential usage and circuit design to aid in technology/cir-
cuit/system co-development.

TSVs and microconnects can be modeled as resistance–in-
ductance–capacitance (RLC) elements. For a Cu-filled TSV of
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of a core and a coaxial through silicon vias (TSVs): (a)
core TSV; (b) coaxial TSV.

height , cross-section area , sidewall area , and side-
wall dielectric thickness , we estimate the resistance and
sidewall capacitance using

(1)

(2)

where is the resistivity of Cu, and are the relative
permittivity of SiO and permittivity of space, respectively. For
a square TSV, (1) and (2) can be applied directly. For a coaxial
TSV, each metal layer has its own and values. According to
an analytical and electrostatic simulation-based study by Alam
et al. [11], a square TSV of width 5 m and height 50 m has a
resistance of 43 m and a capacitance of 40 fF. A microconnect
of width 5 m has a resistance of 40 m and a capacitance of
0.4 fF. The outer sidewall capacitance of a coaxial TSV is the
same as that of a square TSV. The inner sidewall capacitance,
however, can be much higher than that of the square TSV. For
example, a coaxial TSV with an inner electrode of the same
dimensions as that of the square TSV and an ILD thickness of
20 nm results in a capacitance of 2 pF. We use these values
and scale them for different TSV/microconnect sizes while the
TSV height will remain fixed at 50 m. Such TSV scaling is
in agreement with the aspect ratio constraint of 10:1 or lower
needed for manufacturability.

Accurate inductance characterization is more complex as it
is essential to include a return path directly based on the design
and layout of specific interface circuitry. However, TSV induc-
tance is expected to be low especially in comparison to off-chip
inductance. Multiple studies as in [11], [18], and [19], based on
simulation as well as test structure measurements, demonstrate
that TSV inductance is low, in the range of 0.3–0.9 pH per m
of TSV length.

C. Previous Work in 3-D Power Delivery Analysis

Previous work on 3-D power delivery can be summarized
under two main themes: power delivery techniques and power
integrity analysis. Kim et al. analyzed a multistory power
delivery technique where a higher than nominal Vdd supply
voltage is applied from the package and distributed differentially
to subsequent power rails using level conversion [20]. Their
work utilized lumped off-chip and on-chip models with tungsten
filled TSVs in bonded SOI technology to assess the impedance

Fig. 3. Cross-section view of the 2-D chip.

Fig. 4. Floorplan of the 2-D architecture.

response of overly simplified lumped 2-D and 3-D PDNs.
Yu et al. investigated the impact of via stapling, where a
3-D mesh is created, on both power and thermal integrity
[8]. Zhan, Zhang, and Sapatnekar proposed a partition-based
algorithm for assigning modules at the floorplanning level
to reuse currents between Vdd domains, and to minimize
power wasted during circuit operation [21]. In the power
integrity analysis area, Huang et al. proposed an analytical
physical model of 3-D power grid network, accurate within
4% compared to SPICE, to capture the impact of power supply
noise [22]. The allocation of decoupling capacitors has also
been investigated [23]–[25]. Most of these works assume worst
case switching currents and utilize overly simplified power
grid network models. In contrast, our work utilizes a more
detailed off-chip and on-chip power grid model in a realistic
design example where we use a workload derived from SPEC
benchmarks. We estimate both IR drop and Ldi/dt droop in
2-D and 3-D PDNs for comparative analysis, and investigate
methods for achieving 2-D-like PDN quality for 3-D stacks. In
addition to quantifying the impact of TSV size, TSV spacing,
and C4 spacing, we investigate the impact of coaxial TSVs
and their novel usage in 3-D PDN.

III. DESIGN SETUP

A. 2-D Architecture

We use a conventional single-layer die in a flip-chip package
to implement the baseline architecture shown is Fig. 3. The die is
connected to the package using C4 bumps. The heat-sink is con-
nected to the device side of the die. The die implements three
functional modules each occupying a third of the die area. As
shown in Fig. 4, the three modules are a quad-core chip-multi-
processor (PROC), a memory (MEM), and an accelerator engine
(ACCL).

Each core of the CMP utilizes 10 W of maximum power, and
is composed of five functional blocks: floating point unit (FPU),
OOO (the rename, register file, result-bus, and window units),
INT (integer arithmetic logic unit), Fetch (combines the instruc-
tion cache and branch predictor), and Data (represents the data
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Fig. 5. Normal Stacked (3-D NOR) Configuration.

cache and load-store queue). Memory (MEM) and accelerator
engine (ACCL) modules utilize a maximum of 20 and 10 W, re-
spectively. The maximum power consumed by the die is 70 W.
We assume a module area of 1 cm . The total die area for the
2-D design is thus 3 cm . There are 16 16 Vdd C4 connections
per cm , and there is a similar number for the Gnd connections.

We use an architectural-level power model based on Wattch
[26] to estimate the benchmark-specific power dissipation and
transient effects in each functional block. Four SPEC bench-
marks (apsi, bzip, equake, and mcf) were used to collect the
power traces. These benchmarks are representative of a wide
variety of current patterns [27]. We assume MEM has the same
current trace as the L2 Cache, and that the ACCL has the same
current trace as the FPU block representing an FPU accelerator
engine. The Vdd supply voltage is 1.1 V.

B. 3-D Stacked Architecture

We use a stack of three dies in facedown orientation as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Each of the three functional modules,
PROC, MEM, and ACCL, is fabricated on a separate die.
We consider the thermal/power activities of the dies while
considering their placement in the 3-D chip. Since PROC has
the highest power consumption, we place it adjacent to the
heat sink. We place ACCL farthest from the heat sink due to
its lowest power consumption. MEM is placed at the center
of the stack to allow for shorter access paths from/to both
PROC and ACCL. As mentioned in Section II, we utilize the
electrical characterization approach by Alam et al. [11] to
calculate the resistance and capacitance of individual TSVs and
microconnects. TSVs and microconnects provide connections
for external I/Os and power delivery vias in the stacked chip
that are connected to C4 bumps at one side of the stacked 3-D
chip. Other vertical connections between the dies are used for
inter-layer signal and thermal management. The footprint of
the 3-D stack is 1 cm . This configuration has 16 16 C4s
per cm , and a similar number of TSVs for power delivery.
We refer to this configuration as a Normal Stacked (3-D NOR)
Configuration to differentiate it from other 3-D configurations
investigated later in the paper.

C. Power Delivery Network (PDN)

The PDN consists of off-chip and on-chip networks, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6 [27]. The off-chip (motherboard and package)

Fig. 6. Power delivery network [27].

Fig. 7. Portion of the on-chip power grid for each die.

network is modeled as a resistive, inductive and capacitive net-
work. The on-chip network consists of a global level grid-like
structure routed in top metal layers. We model the load imposed
on the global grid as time varying current sources. The off-chip
and on-chip networks are connected using series resistors and
inductors representing the flip-chip package.

For the on-chip power grid of each die, each grid element is
modeled as a resistance and inductance in series. In addition,
current load points and microconnect or TSV points (TSV-P)
alternate throughout the grid as shown in Fig. 7. The TSV-Ps
are connected to the C4 bumps either directly or through other
stacked layers depending on the position of the on-chip PDN
in the stack. The length of a grid element is such that we have
a 32 32 element grid in a 1 cm area. Such grid granularity
was shown to be effective in capturing voltage variations within
a multicore processor [27]. We assume wide metal line widths
such that the grid collectively occupies 50% of the total die area.
We use the predictive technology model [28] to calculate the
R & L for grid elements. A fast circuit solver, based on pre-
conditioned Krylov subspace iterative methods [29], is used to
solve the SPICE netlist for the modeled configuration. A decou-
pling capacitance of 33 nF/cm is assumed in our study, corre-
sponding to device capacitance implementation with 1 nm gate
oxide thickness (from the ITRS roadmap of 90–65-nm tech-
nology) occupying 20% of die area [22]. The decoupling ca-
pacitance is distributed along the grid elements in our 2-D and
3-D ICs.

D. Power Delivery Analysis for 2-D Architecture (Base Case)

In this section, we present the IR and Ldi/dt analysis for the
baseline 2-D architecture, described in Section III-A. We run
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TABLE I
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP FOR 2-D ARCHITECTURE

each of the four benchmarks apsi, bzip, equake, and mcf for 2048
cycles and observe the max, average, and standard deviation of
IR and Ldi/dt drops. The results for this analysis are presented
in Table I. These results form our baseline case, and all other
analyses in this paper are presented in reference to these values.
Examining the results presented in Table I, it is clear that the
2-D architecture is not an ideal one because the maximum IR
drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop are considerably higher than their
averages. We assume that local adjustments, in the form of in-
creasing interconnect dimensions (for IR) and adding local de-
coupling capacitors (for Ldi/dt), can be done for both 2-D and
3-D power delivery networks. We therefore keep the architec-
tures and power delivery network parameters the same in all the
studies presented in this paper.

IV. OPTIMAL TSV SIZE FOR 3-D PDN

We examine in this section how TSV size impacts 3-D power
delivery. TSV size is the dimension of one side of the square
TSV footprint on a Si substrate. The TSV height is always equal
to die thickness, which is 50 m in all our 3-D setups. The max-
imum IR drops in different dies in the 3-D configuration, nor-
malized to the maximum IR drop in the 2-D design, are shown
in Fig. 8 for TSV sizes ranging from 5 to 50 m in the 3-D NOR
configuration. The following observations can be made.

• The maximum IR drop is worse in the 3-D configuration,
with a worst case degradation of as much as 3.4 the 2-D
IR drop in the PROC die for the smallest considered TSV
size.

Fig. 8. Maximum IR drop for various TSV sizes.

• The ACCL, in close proximity to the C4 bumps, exhibits
nearly constant maximum IR drops across the different
TSV sizes. The value of the maximum IR drop is
the IR drop for the 2-D design. In the 3-D design, the
number of C4s is reduced by a factor of 3 from the one in
2-D design due to reduced die size. Current through each
C4 increases at the same time due to die stacking. Despite
that, approximately 1.5 increase in the maximum IR drop
shows that IR drop due to C4 components is not the domi-
nant component in the overall power delivery network.

• More importantly, the IR drop saturates in PROC and
MEM for TSV sizes of and greater than 20 m. Such
saturation suggests the lack of benefit of increasing the
TSV size beyond a specific size. A TSV size of 25 m is
therefore used in the following analysis for 3-D PDN with
core TSVs.

V. POWER DELIVERY ANALYSIS FOR 3-D PDN

A. Normal Stacked Configuration

Static IR Analysis: For static analysis, we remove the in-
ductive and capacitive components in the PDN, and solve for
IR drops for each current load from the benchmarks across
2048 cycles. The die footprint for 3-D is one third of that of
2-D. Hence, the number of C4s in the 3-D NOR design are
reduced accordingly. More current flows through a single C4.
We observe the maximum, average, and standard deviation in
IR drops, and we report the results normalized to the values
obtained by performing the same analysis for the 2-D architec-
ture. The results are presented in the left half of Table II. We
observe the following.

• The 3-D NOR power delivery configuration performs
worse resulting in a higher maximum and in a higher
average IR drops. The 3-D NOR configuration however
has a lower standard deviation.

• A higher increase in IR drops is observed for ACCL and
MEM dies over the PROC die. This is an important obser-
vation: IR drops get worse even in the die closest to C4
package connections. Our 2-D data indicates that MEM
and ACCL have lower IR drops (in magnitude) than PROC.
The increase in ACCL and MEM IR drop due to shared
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TABLE II
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP FOR 3-D NOR CONFIGURATION,

NORMALIZED TO 2-D VALUES

TSVs therefore translates into a larger increase in 3-D de-
sign when compared to the 2-D architecture.

• While the standard deviation in the IR drop for PROC
decreases, the standard deviation in the IR drop for MEM
and ACCL increases significantly, indicating a wider dis-
tribution of IR drops. This behavior is due to the activity
profile of each module as well as 3-D power delivery
sharing. For the MEM and ACCL modules, current pro-
files have a uniform spatial distribution but not a uniform
temporal distribution. However, the PROC has a uniform
spatial distribution within each functional module but
not a uniform temporal distribution. So for the 2-D case,
MEM and ACCL have almost-zero spatial standard de-
viation. However, sharing the power delivery in the 3-D
case results in an increase in spatial standard deviation for
MEM and ACCL. The net increase in standard deviation
for MEM and ACCL is thus due to nonuniform spatial
distributions that happened in 3-D stacking. As for the
decrease in standard deviation for PROC, this occurs along
with an increase in the average IR drop. Thus, stacking
reduces variations but worsens the overall power delivery
to PROC.

Ldi/dt Voltage Droop Analysis: We run the four benchmarks
on the 3-D NOR configuration to investigate the Ldi/dt voltage
droop in 3-D PDN normalized to those of 2-D PDN. We observe
the Ldi/dt voltage droop at each node over the 2048 cycles and
report the maximum, average, and standard deviation in each
die in Table II (right half of the table). The droop is strongly

dependent on each benchmark activity. From Table II, we make
the following observations.

• There are few instances where there is a decrease in the
maximum Ldi/dt voltage droop. Unlike in a 2-D design,
decoupling caps in a 3-D network can supply current in
both horizontal and vertical directions, thus mitigating the
effects of di/dt droop. The resulting behavior is dependent
on the locality of the droop as well as the state of the neigh-
boring nodes.

• The decrease in standard deviation also indicates the effect
of increased locality for decoupling caps in 3-D.

• Investigating the general trend using the average voltage
droop for the four benchmarks, we notice an increase in
voltage droop with a higher impact on the MEM and ACCL
dies. The average voltage droop increase is as much as 25%
in the ACCL die for the apsi benchmark. In a later section,
we investigate how to mitigate this problem.

• Comparing the IR drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop results
in Table II, we notice that 3-D stacking has a higher im-
pact on IR drop. 3-D stacking inherently increases the re-
sistance of a PDN which directly impacts IR drop. On the
other hand, Ldi/dt voltage droop due to the time varying
activities in the modules is caused by dominant off-chip in-
ductive components. We therefore see no significant degra-
dation in Ldi/dt voltage droop when compared to the 2-D
architecture.

B. Effects of TSV Granularity (Spacing)

The PDN in 3-D NOR configuration has the same TSV
spacing as that of the C4 connections. To design a 3-D stacked
configuration that enables increasing the granularity of TSVs
for power distribution in any of the dies in the 3-D stack, we
introduce an interposer die [30] between the C4 connections
and the bottom die as illustrated in Fig. 9. The interposer acts as
a redistribution layer that is connected to C4 bumps on one side
and bonded microconnects (higher granularity) on the other,
thus distributing power all the way to the top die via the TSVs
in the 3-D stack. We can therefore decrease the TSV spacing
in the PDN to as low as the minimum allowed microconnect
pitch while the C4 pitch can remain unchanged. We refer to
this setup as the Stacked Interposer (3-D SI) configuration. For
a fair comparison between the 2-D and 3-D SI configuration,
we keep the granularity of C4 bumps (16 16 connections
per cm ) the same as that in 2-D and 3-D NOR configurations
described earlier. The off-chip power delivery network also
remains unchanged.

To assess the impact of the TSV spacing on power delivery,
we vary the TSV granularity from 16 16 in our 3-D NOR con-
figuration to granularities: 32 32, 48 48, and 64 64. At the
highest granularity of 64 64, the TSV spacing is well above
the minimum TSV pitch limit of 0.4 m in wafer-to-wafer and
of 5 m in die-to-wafer or die-to-die 3-D bonding technologies
[31]. The silicon area consumed by TSVs in the 3-D PDN for
the 32 32 and 64 64 granularities are 5% and 20%, respec-
tively, for a TSV size of 25 m. For each increased granularity,
the physical dimensions of each grid element are adjusted, and
R and L values are recalculated. The decoupling capacitance is
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Fig. 9. Stacked Interposer (3-D SI) configuration.

TABLE III
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP ANALYSIS FOR DIFFERENT TSV

GRANULARITIES IN 3-D SI CONFIGURATION. ALL RESULTS ARE NORMALIZED

TO THOSE FROM 2-D VALUES

uniformly redistributed throughout the on-chip grid on each die
and its total value remains same.

Table III reports the results from static IR and transient Ldi/dt
voltage analysis with various TSV spacing in the 3-D SI con-
figuration. All values are normalized to those of the 2-D archi-
tecture. We only report the results from the mcf benchmark, a
representative case for the worst case static and dynamic effects
on the 3-D PDN. We make the following observations.

• Despite the expectation that increasing TSV granularity in
the 3-D PDN would improve the overall quality of power
delivery, we notice only marginal improvements in all the
metrics for IR drop. The maximum IR drop in the PROC
die is improved only 6% by increasing the TSV granu-
larity from 32 32 to 64 64 whereas the TSV silicon
area penalty rises from 5% to 20%. Similar observations
are made for the transient voltage droop where the im-
provements in the maximum and average voltage droop
figures are less than 2%.

• The marginal improvement suggests that an on-chip grid
and TSV granularity of 32 32 reaches a near optimum
solution for power grid quality, particularly for IR drops.
This observation leads us to consider improving the off-

TABLE IV
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP ANALYSIS FOR 3-D NOR

CONFIGURATION WITH BOTH C4 AND TSV GRANULARITIES OF 32� 32,
NORMALIZED TO 2-D VALUES

Fig. 10. Tapered stacked (3-D TAP) 3-D configuration.

chip network by examining the granularity of C4 bumps,
which we explore next.

C. Effects of C4 Granularity (Spacing)

We now assume that the 3-D NOR configuration with both
C4 and TSV having equal granularity of 32 32 for both Vdd
and Gnd supply networks. This is an increase over the 16 16
C4 granularity used earlier. We perform IR and Ldi/dt analysis,
and summarize the results in Table IV. We make the following
observations from these results.

• Increased C4 granularity results in significant improve-
ment in IR voltage drop. This 4 increase in the number
of TSV and C4 results in improved 3-D PDN performance,
even better than the baseline 2-D architecture.

• Although increasing C4 granularity significantly improves
IR drops, the improvement is limited in terms of Ldi/dt
voltage droop. This is due to the off-chip PDN components
(package and PCB) having a more dominant impact on
Ldi/dt voltage droop.

D. Effect of Dedicated Power Delivery in 3-D

The experiments in the previous sections assume that TSVs
in the 3-D PDN are shared among all dies. In this section, we
study the effect of adding partially dedicated power delivery to
each die through a few TSVs connected to only select dies. We
define a new 3-D configuration, the tapered stacked (3-D TAP)
Configuration, shown in Fig. 10.

In the 3-D TAP configuration, dies are progressively sized
larger to be able to connect few dedicated vertical connections,
called the boundary vias, to the PDN in the extended boundary
portion of a die. As illustrated in Fig. 10, the boundary vias do
not pass through any of the active silicon area and can be formed
using advanced package-level routing vias similar to those in
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TABLE V
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP ANALYSIS FOR 3-D TAP

CONFIGURATION, NORMALIZED TO 2-D VALUES

redistributed chip packaging [32]. Size of each die is modified
such that the tapering ratio is constant between the dies and a
total silicon area of 3 cm is achieved for the 3-D chip. Due to
die resizing, we modify the module placements: the top die now
has PROC and some part of ACCL; the middle die has MEM; the
bottom die has ACCL. Parameters for C4 pitch, on-chip power
grid R & L, and off-chip network are kept the same as in the
original 2-D design. Due to an increase in footprint, there is an
increase in the number of C4 and TSVs of 18 18 compared to
16 16 in 3-D NOR configuration.

The results for IR drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop analysis
in 3-D TAP configuration are presented in Table V. The re-
sults show that partly dedicated power delivery in 3-D TAP
configuration does not have the same extent of improvement
as increasing C4 granularity (comparing the results to those in
Table IV). However, both average IR drop and L/di/dt voltage
droop in the 3-D TAP configuration are improved compared
to those in the 3-D NOR configuration (see Table II) and the
3-D SI (Table III 32 32 TSV granularity case). This improve-
ment does not have any silicon area penalty as in the 3-D SI
because TSV granularity is the same as in the 3-D NOR config-
uration. Although the concept of dedicated or partly dedicated
power delivery in 3-D as in 3-D TAP is interesting and effec-
tively improves quality of 3-D PDNs, there may be additional
risk and cost considerations associated with tapered die sizing
and nonstandard boundary via packaging process. The tapered
die sizes would only permit die-to-die and die-to-wafer bonding
techniques excluding the wafer-to-wafer option which requires
the same die and wafer sizes. Process considerations aside, the
3-D TAP configuration illustrates a method for isolating some
of the most active parts of dies by using dedicated delivery in
that area. The proposed method also yields improvement in 3-D
PDN vis-à-vis other 3-D PDN configurations. A comparative
summary of different 3-D PDN configurations is discussed next.

E. Summary of the Core TSV PDN Studies

We summarize the relative performance of the proposed 3-D
PDN configurations in the form of graphs presented in Figs. 11
and 12. We consider the following four configurations each con-
tributing in a unique way to improve 3-D PDN quality.

• Normal: This is the 3-D NOR configuration described ear-
lier. This setup has C4 and TSV both at the granularity of
16 16 in 1 cm area

• Increased TSV: We increase the TSV granularity while
keeping the C4 granularity same. Increased TSV represents

Fig. 11. Comparison of IR Drop from four 3-D PDN configurations repre-
senting different improvement methods.

Fig. 12. Comparison of Ldi/dt voltage droop from four 3-D PDN configura-
tions representing different improvement methods.

the 3-D SI configuration with C4 granularity of 16 16
and TSV granularity of 32 32.

• Partially Dedicated: In this configuration we use a com-
bination of shared and dedicated power delivery to isolate
some of the noise in the most active areas of the 3-D ar-
chitecture. This architecture corresponds to the 3-D TAP
configuration presented in Section V-D.

• Increased C4: Both C4 and TSV are at the granularity of
32 32.

Going from the Normal to the Increased TSV case in Figs. 11
and 12, we see 11% improvement in IR drop and 4.5% improve-
ment in Ldi/dt droop for the PROC die. This improvement is due
to increasing the number of TSVs by a factor of four. As per re-
sults in Section V-B, increasing the number of TSVs by another
4 (16 total) provides an additional 3% improvement in IR
drop. The trend indicates that further increasing the TSV gran-
ularity returns little benefit. Although partially dedicated power
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delivery does not have any area penalty over 3-D NOR config-
uration, it improves average IR drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop
by 17% and 7% respectively in the PROC die. This is due to
isolating the power delivery to some of the most active parts
of dies by using dedicated delivery in that area. Increased C4
granularity has the maximum impact on the 3-D PDN improve-
ment. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, a 4 increase in C4 granu-
larity in the Increased C4 case provides a 56% relative improve-
ment when compared to the normal case. Clearly, the C4 in-
creased granularity has a more significant impact on improving
IR drops than increased TSV granularity. Similar conclusions
can be drawn from the Ldi/dt voltage droop analysis results as
well. Reduced standard deviations are achieved with Increased
C4 over those obtained using Increased TSV.

VI. USING COAXIAL TSV FOR POWER DELIVERY

Coaxial TSVs have been proposed for noise isolation
[14]. We investigate using coaxial TSVs for power delivery
for reducing blockages, increasing decap, and overlaying
power/signal routing.

A. Reducing Blockages

When power TSVs extend through a die, routing blockages
are created in the -, -, and -dimensions in the die. Therefore,
reducing the number of power TSVs as well as careful place-
ment can help in eliminating critical routing blockages. We can
use a single coaxial TSV to deliver both Vdd and Gnd to a die
with a goal of reducing the number of power supply TSVs. The
inner and outer metal layers [see Fig. 2(b)] are used to deliver
Vdd and Gnd, respectively, in this scheme.

We consider an architectural setup similar to the 3-D NOR
configuration described in Section V-A for IR drop and Ldi/dt
voltage droop analysis. We keep the cross-section for each of the
inner and outer metal layers the same as the square-TSV area
used in previous analyses. We assume an inner ILD thickness
of 20 nm, resulting in an overall size of each coaxial TSV of
width 35.4 m. The coaxial TSV height is 50 m similar to that
of all core TSVs in our 3-D setups. TSV granularity of 16 16
for each Vdd and Gnd supply with core TSV is now translated
to coaxial TSV granularity of 16 16 used for delivering both
Vdd and Gnd. While our analysis suggests that this setup does
not improve the IR drop or Ldi/dt voltage droop, merging two
square-TSVs into single coaxial TSV results in a fewer number
of routing blockages.

B. Increasing Decap

A coaxial TSV of width 35.4 m as mentioned above with an
inner ILD thickness of 20 nm has a capacitance of 9.96 pF. This
TSV capacitance is approximately 250 times the square-TSV
capacitance and acts as additional decap in the 3-D PDN. While
the 20 nm inner ILD thickness is for illustrative purpose, fur-
ther process development work is ongoing for controlling the
inner ILD thickness to effectively implement capacitors using
coaxial TSVs [15]. In this experiment, we analyze how to ex-
ploit coaxial TSVs to maximize on-chip decoupling capacitance
in 3-D PDN.

We replace each square Vdd or Gnd TSV with a coaxial TSV
with a thin outer metal layer (example thickness of 0.2 m)

TABLE VI
IR DROP AND Ldi/dt VOLTAGE DROOP ANALYSIS FOR 3-D NOR WITH

COAXIAL TSVS HAVING SIGNAL IN THE INNER METAL,
NORMALIZED TO 2-D VALUES

connected to the opposite power rail. Thus, the granularities of
Vdd and Gnd TSVs do not change while each TSV gets addi-
tional decoupling capacitance due to the co-axial implementa-
tion. Choosing an inner ILD thickness of 20 nm, the coaxial
TSV will have approximately 16% of the original decoupling
capacitance. While the 16% increase in decoupling capacitance
does not translate to significant improvement in Ldi/dt voltage
droop as seen in our analysis, the coaxial decoupling capaci-
tance implementation can be viewed as an opportunity to free
silicon area by reducing the silicon area required for imple-
menting device decoupling capacitance. In this example, de-
vice decoupling capacitor area will reduce by 16% when using
a coaxial TSV implementation.

To implement a large amount of decoupling capacitance in
coaxial TSVs, researcher in [14] also propose an alternative im-
plementation with more than one layer of inner ILD and inner
metal such that multiple inner ILD layers collectively form a
large capacitor. Using such multilayer coaxial TSV, if we in-
crease decoupling capacitance by 90%, then the peak Ldi/dt
noise improvement from our analysis is approximately 15%.
Other researchers also proposed adding large amounts of decou-
pling capacitance, such as 80% more decoupling capacitor im-
plemented as additional “decap” die stacked in 3-D chips, which
provided 22%–36% peak Ldi/dt noise reduction [22]. However,
additional decap die would block cooling paths for other dies.
Therefore, a coaxial TSV can be considered as a new alterna-
tive for decoupling capacitor implementation in 3-D PDN with
an opportunity to improve Ldi/dt voltage droop or save silicon
area by replacing device capacitors.

C. Overlaying Signal and Power Routing

When the resistance of a particular power TSV, for example
one in non-hotspot area, is not highly critical, a coaxial TSV of
the same footprint can be used to route an additional (non-VDD
and non-Gnd) signal. Signal TSVs are expected to be smaller in
size for reduced capacitive load making them ideal to overlay
with large size power TSVs that use a coaxial TSV implemen-
tation. In this experiment, we study the effect of power/signal
overlay in a 3-D PDN using coaxial power TSVs. The coaxial
power TSV of width 25 m with the inner metal of width 5 m
is dedicated for signal transmission and the outer metal is used
to deliver power. We incorporate this new coaxial TSV scheme
into the 3-D NOR configuration and perform IR drop and Ldi/dt
analysis. Note that coaxial TSV footprint is the same as that of
the core TSV footprint in the 3-D NOR configuration. Each one
of the Vdd and Gnd coaxial TSVs is used to transmit a signal
through the inner metal layer which would represent the extreme
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TABLE VII
EVALUATION OF COAXIAL TSVS FOR REDUCING BLOCKAGES, INCREASING DECAP, AND OVERLAYING SIGNAL/POWER ROUTING

case of signal overlay for analyzing worst case impact on PDN
quality.

The results of our IR drop and Ldi/dt analysis using the mcf
benchmark are reported in Table VI. When comparing these re-
sults with the corresponding mcf benchmark results for the 3-D
NOR configuration, with core TSVs (see Table II), we see no
significant change in IR drop or Ldi/dt voltage droop of the 3-D
PDN with overlay coaxial TSVs. This is due to the fact that we
sacrificed less than 4% of the TSV area for signal overlay. This
observation is also supported by the IR saturation trend in Fig. 8
where we notice that a TSV size of 25 m is already near sat-
uration. Hence, reducing effective power TSV area by a small
percentage did not significantly degrade the performance of the
3-D PDN.

D. Summary of the Three Analyses

We summarize the above presented three studies to evaluate
the potential benefit of using coaxial TSV for 3-D PDN in
Table VII. The first column shows the technique used to inte-
grate coaxial TSV into the 3-D PDN. The next three columns
quantify three parameters (number of blockages, size of each
blockage, and the number of additional signal routes) that we
use to compare the implementations. The last column summa-
rizes the main benefit obtained from each integration technique.
Clearly, coaxial TSVs have an interesting opportunity to reduce
the number of blockages, integrate extra decoupling capaci-
tance, and provide extra signal routes. All these benefits have
no extra area or performance penalty as shown in the previous
analyses.

VII. BEST PRACTICES FOR 3-D PDN DESIGN

AND OPTIMIZATION

Based on our findings, we present a set of guidelines for de-
signing and optimizing power delivery networks in future 3-D
designs.

• Locality in the vertical dimension impacts both IR drop and
Ldi/dt voltage droop trends in a 3-D PDN. A voltage droop
at a node in a 3-D configuration can utilize current from de-
coupling caps in the vertical neighbors as well as from the
ones in the same plane. The resulting behavior is depen-
dent on the locality of the droop as well as the state of the
neighboring nodes. Therefore, detailed 3-D PDN analysis
with architecture or module level placement using repre-
sentative workloads is necessary during 3-D chip design.

• A critical observation in our work is the saturation trend
of IR drop in 3-D PDNs with increased TSV size. This
suggests the need for first finding the optimal TSV size
given the on-chip grids in 3-D stacked layers such that the
least amount of silicon penalty is incurred.

• While it is generally expected that power delivery would
be affected most in the die stacked furthest away from the
C4 connections, we report that percentage degradation in
power delivery is in fact worse in lower level dies closer to
C4s. This is evident when a highly active module, such as
PROC, is placed next to heat sink for thermal concerns and
furthest away from C4 connections. Therefore, 3-D PDN
design needs to carefully consider the impact in all the dies
while optimizing the grid.

• Increasing TSV granularity or equivalently decreasing
TSV spacing in 3-D PDN improves the standard deviation
in IR drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop most, with marginal
improvements in maximum and average values. Therefore,
physical design for 3-D PDN must consider the impact
and choose TSV granularity for minimum silicon penalty.

• Despite selecting the optimal TSV size and TSV spacing,
3-D PDN performs worse in both IR drop and Ldi/dt
voltage droop when compared to a 2-D PDN if the
package connection, such as C4, pitch or granularity is
maintained the same as in the 2-D case. Our study shows
that improving off-chip component of the 3-D PDN,
for example through reducing the C4 pitch for a higher
number of C4s, has the highest relative impact on power
grid metrics that enables 2-D-like or even better quality
3-D PDN.

• A combination of shared and dedicated TSV power de-
livery can be used, as illustrated in 3-D TAP configura-
tion, to achieve improvements in both IR drop and Ldi/dt
voltage droop. Further investigation is recommended with
dedicated power grid approaches for physical design, such
as floorplanning and placement of dedicated TSVs, for op-
timization of such 3-D PDNs.

• Along with reducing the number of blockages, coaxial
TSVs have exciting opportunities to be used for overlaying
signals as well as adding more decoupling capacitance
into the 3-D integrated chip.

The above guidelines apply to power delivery networks that
use C4 and TSVs for the proposed 3-D power delivery networks.
For other 3-D PDN designs within different packaging, sepa-
rate analysis will be required to determine an appropriate set of
guidelines.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Power delivery is expected to be a major physical design con-
cern in 3-D ICs due to higher power density and package asym-
metries. We compared in this paper the power delivery networks
for 2-D and several 3-D configurations (3-D NOR, 3-D SI, and
3-D TAP) that represent different techniques for improving 3-D
power delivery. We performed the first detailed architectural
analysis to study the IR drop and Ldi/dt voltage droop in the
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context of various design parameters in 3-D PDNs: TSV size,
TSV and C4 granularity, partially dedicated TSV, and the use
of coaxial TSVs. Interestingly, it is possible to achieve 2-D-like
or even better power delivery by improving the off-chip compo-
nent (C4 granularity) in a 3-D PDN. Based on our findings, we
presented a set of design and analysis guidelines for 3-D PDNs.
While our work emphasized fundamental detailed analyses of
core issues needed to implement 3-D power delivery networks,
it is possible to extend our study to construct simplified analyt-
ical models appropriate for performance evaluation of 3-D de-
signs.
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